
 

QA Stenocare 
 
 

Who is not able to subscribe? 
 
The offer is not addressed to persons resident in the USA, Australia, Japan, Canada, New Zeeland, 
South Africa, Hong Kong, Switzerland, Singapore or other countries where participation requires 
additional prospectus, registration or other measures other than those required by Danish and 
Swedish Law.  

 
How do I subscribe? 
 
Memorandum, teaser and subscription form is available at STENOCAREs webpage 
https://stenocare.dk/Investor/EN , Gemstone Capitals webpage www.gemstonecapital.com or at 
Sedermera Fondkomission https://www.sedermera.se/sv/uppdrag/2018-10/stenocare 
 
How can European citizens subscribe? 
 
English subscription form is available on all the above websites.   

 
How do I trade the share? 
 
Nordic (SE, DK, FI, NO) citizens are able to trade through Nordnet, please visit their local webpages to 
open an account.  
 
How can European citizens trade shares? 
 
At this point Spotlight does not have any equivalent member as to Avanza and Nordnet with European 
presence and information in English. However, at Nordnet´s Swedish site you can open an account 
following the steps below: 

 

• Fill out the account agreement https://www.nordnet.se/pdf/se/aktiedepa.pdf (Please call 
Nordnet for translation assistance at +46 8 506 330 00) 

• Subsidy that reinforce your foreign address (eg purchase contract on accommodation, 
statement from foreign bank or excerpt from government registers such as tax authorities, 
insurance funds etc. which shows the address) 

• Basis that reinforces the origin of deposited funds at the depot (depending on how the KYC 
form is filled with regards to where the money and / or securities which are transferred to 
Nordnet come from) for example, salary specification, etc. 

• Copy of valid passport 
 

 
Documents can be sent to info@nordnet.se for a review but we need all documents sent in 
original form to approve the application. 
Nordnet Bank AB 
Att: Customer Operations 
Box 14077  
167 14 Bromma  

 
NOTE that citizens outside EU, EES or Switzerland are not able to open an account through Nordnet.  
 

 
With that said we do not exclude the possibility to contact your local bank and look in to the possibility 
to trade through one of our current members, see list here 
https://spotlightstockmarket.com/en/members/member-list/ .  
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